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Welcome to the Second Part of Modelling Irish History. 

We have tried to keep maintain the formula of Volume I . As you will see 

from the contents the scope covers modelling articles with anything 

Irish or a direct link with Ireland.  

 

Figure it out  

much of modern modelling is based around vehicles , aircraft and ships 

and  the material here is a reflection of that but we have tried to ex-

tend the coverage back into the mists of time and hence the 1014 title. It 

was a blast finding out all about what colour dyes were used for gar-

ments in the 11th century.  And I realize that if I want to cover the ma-

terial preceding the 20th century I will need to find more figure model-

lers and painters. If you know of any willing to help drop me a line.  

recently I have been investigating future figure projects and I came across a Russian company making a set of beautiful 

Gaelic warrior gallowglass and kerns. Having checked the accuracy of the figures  in terms of weapons and clothing 

against an irish reenactment group of the same period I decided that they were accurate enough to use so look out for 

that in a future edition.    

 

Book worm   

Once upon a time it was difficult to get specifically Irish reference works but that seems to be changing.  This is one of 

the reasons why we include a readers Tip recommendation to give some of these book  titles a little attention and love.  

A book for me is often the inspiration for a build and hopefully the reader of this might go out and buy the book too. 

It’s a sign of the times that once upon a time you couldn’t get a model kit with an Irish subject but today in no small 

part to the hard work of Joe Maxwell the likes of Airfix, Special Hobby or WIngman WINGS carry kits with Irish sub-

jects. They  as well as home-grown RB Productions and maxdecals have increased the choice available And that is re-

flected in the numbers of contributors. Many thanks to everybody who gave permission to use their stuff here it gives 

the whole undertaking a boost in regard to the amount of copy and the quality is excellent.  You are all now honorary 

members of the plastic paddy morphia.   

 

When I started this I was slightly worried that I wouldn’t have enough material to keep this going. Now that I have the 

second edition done I am worried that I will never get to the end of this. I have about personally 8 Irish modelling pro-

jects in advance stage of completion, still more copy from Paddy that I 

have yet to use and my book shelfs are filling up with references for fu-

ture modeling ideas to say nothing of the bulging modelling stash. The 

preparation for the coming issue is already underway and we hope to ad-

dress the only real shortcoming of this issue and include some Irish nau-

tical subjects as well. 

  

Hope you enjoy reading and be sure to send a copy to anyone who you 

think might be interested, a year into this lockdown everyone could do 

with something free to brighten up their day,  

 The Plastic Paddy Murphia.   

If you have any 

comments or want to 

contribute drop us a 

line at 

info@paddypanzer.com  

Note on the use of photos  

 

The images used here which are not the 

property of the author are reproduced strict-

ly for non-commercial research and private 

study purposes as permitted under the Copy-

right, Designs and Patents Act 1988, as 

amended and revised.  

Where I know the source of the picture I 

have included I here.   
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Index  

• Good Friday Armageddon (1014) 

We used Romeo’s 75 mm white metal figures to feature the battle of Clontarf 

along with some background information on the battle.   

 

• The war of Movement 1919-1921  

The Anglo-Irish war was one of movement both in the air and on the ground and 

there was much use of armoured vehicles and lorries. We look briefly at some of 

these vehicles.    

 

• Through the Roof 1920  

James Berkman’s beautiful 1:72 Roden 2 Squadron RAF F2B Brisfit goes through 

the roof in Waterford. The article is complimented with some information re-

garding the disposition of RAF forces and the colourful aircraft stationed in 

Ireland.   

 

• Original gangster Wagon (1919) 

Another Gem by our resident master craftsman this time Paddy tackles the fa-

mous Crossley tender in 1:35 and we follow it up with a piece on the use of ar-

moured lorries.  

 

 

• A walrus amongst the waves  (1939)  

 Robert A. Stuart ‘s beautiful Airfix’s 1:48 scale Supermarine walrus seaplane in 

it’s 1939 Irish Air Corps livery.       

 

 

• A walrus amongst the Sheep  (1942)  

Scaled down and in among the beasties is Erolek fabulous Rendition of the old  

1:72 Revell KIT and some nasty sheep.        
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• From Carlow to the CONGO (1961) 

We take a look at the ford mk vi in the congo used between 1961 and 1964 by the various 

irish battalions and follow it up with another scratch built project of Paddy’s .         

 

• A swallow with a sting  (1961) 

Continuing on with the Congo We take a look at the short but sharp operational ser-

vice of fouga magister against Irish troops in Katanga. We finish this out with David 

Thompson’s very impressive AMK 1:48 Magister kit.            

 

• Operation Shorland (1969)  

We give a brief development history of the Shorland armoured car built in Northern 

Ireland on the eve of the Troubles and a 1:35 scale conversion of the Italeri Land Rover 

by resident AFV guru Paddy .     

 

• IAC Fouga Magister (1979)  

 Nearly Twenty years after attacking irish troops at Jadotville the magister would be 

flying over irish troops again and we build the first of a series of IAC magisters using 

the much maligned Fonderie miniature 1:48 kit .     

 

• Unifil’s Paddy Panzer III (1980)  

 We return to the venerable Panhard AML armoured car only this time the AML 90. we de-

tail the building of the Azimuth 1:35 kit and the colours and markings of these cars in the 

Lebanon. 

        

• Eye in the sky (2003) 

Dermot Moriarty gives us a look at his prize winning 1:72 revell EC135 P2 Garda helicopter 

and details some of its unique features. This article dovetails nicely the IAC EC 135 fea-

tured in volume I.     

 

• The Peoples Panzer (1984) 

Bringing up the rear is a muddy 1st Cavalry AML 90. using the Takom kit we build a little 

street diorama as homage to 1st cavalry, the 80’s and by extension my teenage underage 
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1014 is to Irish school children what 1066 is to British kids. 

The battle of Clontarf was a seminal moment in Irish histo-

ry when the forces of Brian Boru High King of Ireland de-

feated the forces of Máel Mórda mac Murchada the king of 

Lenister and his coaliation with the Gaelic Viking Sigtryggig 

of Dubh Linn and Sigurd Hlodvirsson of the Orkneys and 

Brodir of Mann. It was Good Friday on April 23th 1014 

when the forces clashed at Clontaf on the northern out-

skirts of Dubh Linn (Dublin) and by days end most of the 

major players would be dead including Brian, his son Mur-

chad , his grandson and many of his senior chiefs but so 

too would most of their enemies and the power of the 

Vikings in Ireland would never be the same.    

Murchad Mac Briain   

I chose to do two figures in order to represent 

the battle. On the “Irish” side I choose Brian’s 

son Murchad and based his character on the Romeo Mod-

els “Irish Warlord 1014” (ROM75038). This is one of a 

range of 75mm tin figures sculpted by G.la Rocca. I choose 

Murchad instead of Brian as the latter was in his 70’s at 

the time of the battle! He was also Brian Boru’s war chief  

and would meet his end this day. There are 15 pieces in 

the kit with a logical breakdown of parts. The main figure 

is cast almost complete with just arms to be added, a 

baseplate and the rest of the pieces are accessories to his 

garb and kit. The detailing is refined and sharp overall. 

While researching this article I discovered that this figure 

is modelled entirely on frontpage artwork of the Concord 

publication “Warlord Armies” by Tom Newark.The figures 

is holding two swords and I think it’s a nod to the descrip-

tion in Cogad Gáedel re Gallaib (“The War of the Irish 

with the Foreigners") of Murchad killing fifty men with 

one sword and fifty men with his other sword. Hyperbole 

and exaggeration were very much part of the style of 

these old texts. His helmet is also very unusual having a 

raised ornate ‘peak’ on it. The building process is not very 

involved, and it is really a question of deciding in which 

order to build and to paint. The fit of the parts is very 

good so the option to paint first and assemble later is 

there. I mounted the body onto the base plate and added 

the other parts only for final assembly.  

Sigurd the Stout of the Orkneys  

I wanted the Viking figure to represent the 

overseas contingent and Sigurd was the 

war chief of the Orkneys. He like too would meet his end 

on this day.  

 

Good Friday Armageddon  
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To model Sigurd I used the Romeo Viking Chieftain 1014 a 

white metal figure from Romeo’s 75mm range. These fig-

ure sculpted again by G.La Rocca and is made up of 15 

parts including the base. Clean up is minimal and the fit is 

almost perfect. These figures are heavy I can tell you! 

There are a lot of similarities between these figures. The 

chainmail tunic, the footwear and the use of the cloak are 

very similar to each other. All parts have positive location 

and fit fine. The reason I choose a figure in 75mm range is 

that they are larger than 1:35 stuff but not so big as some 

busts.  

This gives me a full figure to work 

with and a face big enough to 

paint well without having to pull 

off a Leonardo da Vinci. Assembly 

is straight forward, so the plan-

ning goes into the painting and 

that means a little research. The 

swords look rather generic, but 

the Irish long knife and the Viking 

battle axe have an authentic look 

and feel. I think………  As both figures were painted in a simi-

lar fashion, I will deal with both of them here as one.  

Painting the figures  

The use of dyes was limited and expensive so there are not 

an infinite num-

ber of colour 

options. Most 

woven garments 

were made of 

either wool or 

linen and undyed 

they would be 

white, grey or 

black or a mix-

ture of all the 

three.  

However as both 

figures represent wealthy people, we have a little more 

leeway. Clothes could be dyed blue, red and various  

 

 

 

 

 

shades thereof. Apparently blue was a ritual colour for 

killing and red was royalty. To dye blue, they used woad, 

madder for red and dung beetles for the rest. Chestnut 

were used as well for red Brown.   

The figures were given an undercoat of Tamiya matt 

white with the exception of the chain mail, swords and 

the animal skin cloak of Mr Sigurd. The main colours 

were painted in 

base colour of 

enamels 

(Humbrol and 

Revell) and I 

used artist oils 

for darkening 

and lightening 

the base col-

ours. For leath-

er items various 

browns and 

ochres were 

blended to 

achieve a natu-

ral finish. The 

figure at this 

stage is rather garish looking and the washing and ton-

ing down process needs to start.   

Washing and toning down  

Protecting the basic paint work with a layer of matt var-

nish I shaded the figure using oils mixed to give a darker 

colour tone than the enamel base or a lighter for the 

raised areas. I used matt so there is plenty of grip for the 

oils and this helps in the blending process. These paints 

take a while to dry and I set them aside for a few days.  

Next followed the washes and for these I use a series of 

Vallejo water based washes so that hey would not inter-

act with the under lying oils. For the chain mail I used 

straight black and used plenty of it to give the sense of 

depth. For the other garments I used various shades of 

grime. These were applied in varying colour tones de-

pending on the colour of the garment.  



As I am not much of a face painter I gave both figures 

a basic covering of flesh tone, deepened with a dark-

er tone around the eye sockets and base of the nose 

and when dry I used washes to bring out the detail of 

the face and beards. In the case of the Viking the use 

of the nose visor covers much of the face but the 

quality of the sculpting really saved the day.  

Finishing the figures  

The figures are presented appearing out books as I 

wanted to tie in the figures with the annals from 

which we derive most of what we know of the battle. 

As there are still extant Gaelic and Norse sources it 

was reasonable to model each one separately.  

The “books” are cheap balsa jewellery boxes in the 

shape of a book and were sourced from a craft shop. I 

dressed them up with heavy card for the covers, gold 

braiding. The “pages” are strips of beige heavy paper 

cut to size and soaked in coffee and tea and then 

dried in the oven. The result is discoloured and dis-

tressed paper. I made up the emblems with Ever-

green plastic and drew up the art work and printed 

them off.    

I wanted to do some sort of art-

work for the figures. For Mur-

chad I used a bull’s head with 

downturned horns which repre-

sent the Dexter an ancient Irish 

cattle bred. Boru is the anglicisa-

tion of Gaelic ‘Bòrama’ meaning 

the cattle tribute and was Brian’s 

nick name and not his clan name.   

 

 

For  Sigurd I used the raven according to some 

sources a mythical bird in Viking lore. It was in com-

mon  use from the 9th through 11th centuries. Many 

of the depictions are based on the Bayeu tapestries  

and include a stylised curved 

beak. I decide to simplify the 

design and added the eye 

into a fully filled beak atop 

the neck.   

Duffy’s book is a modern release 
(2014) and gives a detailed 
background to the battle and the 
context within which it 
happened. Avoiding the 
tendency towards revisionism 
it’s a intelligent and balanced 
look at the man, the warrior and 
the king.   

BRIAN BORU  

Readers tip  
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The battle of Clontarf 

According to the Cogad Gáedel re Gallaib ( ancient annals ) the battle took place on Good Friday 1014 (23th April) 

This would be Brian’s second attempt at subjugating the Leinster Gaelic king Máel Mórda mac Murchada and his 

allies Sigtrygg Silbeard the Viking king of Dublin and their brethren from the Ise of Man and the Orkneys. He 

would be joined by his Munster and Lenister allies Máel Sechnaill and the Vikings of Wexford, Waterford and Lim-

erick. This was a national showdown between competing Irish factions with a major international component. 

The Vikings were well established in Ireland at this stage and Dublin with its huge slave market was the pearl in 

the crown. If you wanted to be king of all Ireland, then subjection of Dublin was a must. This was also a family 

dispute as all of the prime movers were related to one another through marriage or blood.    

On the morning of the battle Boru’s men under the leadership of Murchad pillaged north of the city in Fine Gall 

(modern Finglas?) and moved on out in to Howth. The host of Leinster and Dublin Vikings moved out to attack 

them while the men of the Mann and the Orkneys who had assembled off the coast at Howth beach at high tide 

in the vicinity of Clontarf on the morning tide. Battle would be joined and apparently would last all day. Brian’s 

forces face south while the Leinster men and Vikings have their backs to the beach at Clontarf.  

 

The Vikings of the Orkneys and Isle of Man led by Sigurd and Brodir were in the front line, behind them the men 

of Dublin and Leinster led by Máel Mórda. Facing them were the Munster men led by Murchad, his son Toirdel-

bach and a brother of Brian’s Cudulligh. Behind them the men of Connacht flanked by the Brian’s Viking allies and 

bringing up the rear the Lenister men under Máel Sechnaill.  

Cogad states that the fighting went on all day with great devastation on both sides however the rising evening 

tide (5p.m.) carried off Viking ships in Clontarf bay and many Viking perished trying to make it back to the boats. 

Many other try to make their way to safety by reaching Dublin but are intercepted by the Máel Sechnaill forces 

crossing the Tolka at Dubh Gall bridge and large numbers are butchered. Other stragglers tried moving around 

Clontarf beach north towards Mag Elta but drowned on the rising tide.  

Somewhere in the midst of confusion Brodir escapes west and north and heads for Brian’s tent which overlooked 

the battle. Brian was murdered and Brodir was disemboweled. The aftermath of the battle was the resurgence 

of Brian’s ally Máel Sechnaill and the tangible waning of the Vikings in the affairs of the kings. Brian’s legacy 

would be championed by his grandsons and it is their influence in Cogad Gáedel re Gallaib which has ensured that 

his place in posterity has been kept alive nearly more than a thousand years later.  
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The war of movement 

1919-1921   

Kautt’s examination is a 

forensic examination of the 

tactics and strategy of the 

both the Crown Forces and 

the IRA in the period of the 

1919-1921. He examines in 

detail the operations against 

British transportation 

infrastructure, rural 

ambushes against the RIC 

and Auxiliaries, IEDs and 

urban operations. All in all a 

dispassionate and non-

partisan assessment of the 

IRA’s campaign.  

AMBUSH!  

The Irish revolution saw the rise of the 

motor vehicle as prime mover in the 

hostilities and the image of the mili-

tary vehicle filled with armed men in 

various uniforms would become a 

familiar one on the streets at the time 

and staring out at us from the pages 

of history. The munitions strike by rail 

staff and attacks on the rail infrastruc-

ture forced the British Army and RIC 

onto the streets and into these vehi-

cles. We will at a later date return to 

the subject of railways in this period.  

These vehicles however have become 

part of the face of the conflict; images 

of the Crossley Tender, Austin, Peer-

less, Lancia and Rolls Royce pepper 

the record of the period on into the 

Civil War. Much later Land Rovers and 

Saracens would echo these sights 

right down to the 1990’s. The ar-

moured military truck capable of car-

rying a squad sized unit is thus part of 

the modelling challenge when wanting 

to cover this period. Until quite re-

cently there was little choice in terms 

of kits so one had to scratch-built 

these.   

Having already covered the Guinness 

1916 trucks we feature a number of 

articles here of some of the more 

iconic vehicles from this period name-

ly the Crossley Tender. To the best of 

my knowledge only recently is there a 

kit of it in the form of Tommy’s War 

1:32 resin kit though now out of pro-

duction.  The simplicity of the originals 

make the scratch building viable. We 

will detail the use of some of these 

motor vehicles and so-called tactical 

lorries here.      
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AEROPLANE CRASH  

FALLS ON ROOF OF PUBLIC 

HOUSE 

OCCUPANTS SERIOUSLY IN-

JURIED  

 

On Wednesday 17th November 

1920, about 1 o'clock, an exciting 

affair occurred in Waterford, 

when an aero plane fell to earth, 

with resulting injuries to the two 

occupants thereof.  

The 'plane was of the scout Type, 

number H.1490; and was carry-

ing the usual dispatches from 

Fermoy to the military barracks 

at Waterford. It was noted to be 

flying very low passing over the 

city and appeared to be having 

developed engine trouble.  

Arrived over the barrack square 

the machine struck the wireless' 

gear and at once dived forward, 

then turned on its side and 

struck upside down onto the roof 

of the licensed premises of Mr. 

Aspen in Barrack street, just op-

posite the barracks.  

The crash was heard for a wide 

area around, and at once created 

much commotion. A number| of 

soldiers of the Devon Regiment 

rushed from the barracks and 

ran up ladders to the roof. One 

of the soldiers scrambling onto 

the roof fell down through it but 

was not injured beyond receiving 

as severe shaking. After great 

efforts the two occupants of: the 

machine were rescued and con-

veyed to the interior of the 

house, both surviving.  
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A 1:72 Bristol F2B Brisfit ?   

If you want to build a Bristol F2B in 1:72 there are a few op-

tions but the 2003 tooled Roden(043) kit is by far the best 

bet. The Roden kit contains some 4 sprues with 103 parts and 

features a detailed engine, nice cockpit detail and finely tex-

tured canvas wing surfaces.  The Roden kit depending on 

which boxing you get has 5-7 decal options and features the 

Canadian ace Captain Andrew "Hawkeye" McKeever of 11 

Squadron RFC  prominently on the cover but we are more 

interested in subjects clos-

er to home.  

Building the Kit  

The kit includes a incredi-

ble 20-piece Rolls Royce 

Falcon engine and it is 

amazing but if its to be 

seen later the side panels 

need to be cut away (and 

presumably ) replaced. 

This option does open 

up diorama possibilities.  

  

The Cockpit  

This is quiet nicely detailed with moulded side framework 

detail and just needs some cleaning up with a few ejector pin 

marks present requiring cleaning-up .  

 

 

There is also no floor just like the original. James did some 

great detail work in the kit’s office space and it really lifts the 

overall effect of the model. 

The fuselage  

Thankfully Roden moulded the fuselage as complete halves, 

despite the characteristic spilt in the Brisfit between the en-

gine area and the rest of the fuselage. This choice allows for 

the ease of construction and negates the need for harmful 

sanding and resultant loss of detail. The kit features very fine 

stitching, lacing and wrinkles of the canvas. That’s not to say 

there aren’t issues as there is some shrinkage to take care of.  

Wings and things  

The wings are moulded full span and as single pieces and the 

job of mounting the characteristics Bristol F2B   lower wing is 

made easier by the extension of the undercarriage to include 

the foremost fuselage attachment struts.  The absence of a 

rigging diagram in the instructions is a shortcoming.  

Options  

The kits options include the long and short exhaust, the two 

and four blade propeller and inclusion of the Vickers gun bar-

rel for those that choose to remove the engine panels. Extra 

Lewis guns and ammo drums for the rear gunner are also in-

cluded.  Overall the plane measures out well against various 

plans and with some TLC  a nice model can be made out of it. 

We will be coming back to models of the Bristol F2B in later 

issues as it was an important part of both the RFC/RAF and 

IAC story in this period.      

 2 Squadron RAF Bristol F2B 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Fermoy November 1921 

James Berkman builds 1:72 2 Squad-

ron RAF Bristol F2B stationed at  

Fermoy in 1920 which met its end on 

a roof in Waterford.  
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The RAF in Ire-

land  1920  
No. 2 Squadron RAF was based in Ireland in 

the period 1920-1922 and went onto Shang-

hai in 1927 giving it the distinction of having 

been in service in both the nearest and the 

farthest place that the RAF could be found 

in interbellum.   

Postwar RAF found itself being called upon 

to play a very different role than the one the 

RFC had carried out on the Western Front . 

It now had to adapt to a colonial policing role and 

that not just far away in Near Eastern and Central 

Asian colonial possessions, but also in the British 

Isles themselves, in Ireland after the Great War. 

Just as the doctrine around the use of tactical lor-

ries in a low intensity conflict took shape so too 

would the use of air power under these circum-

stances take shape. From November 1920 the rec-

ords are full of activities in support of the Army. 

These roles included patrolling as shows of force 

aloft over urban areas at certain times, conducted 

liaison and light transport duties, including the 

movement of high ranked officers and movement of mail and 

dispatches to isolated garrisons, and maintained some surveil-

lance of solidly Republican areas. In the spring of 1921, armed 

flights were authorized, but under such strictly limited condi-

tions that they generally constituted less than five percent of 

the flying time in any given month. The worry being that inno-

cent bystanders would be hit. However by then the period of 

armed conflict was nearing its end resulting in the establish-

ment of the Irish Free State.  

RAF bases in Ireland in 1918-1921 period  
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Down the wire  

The incident involving the 

crash of H-1490 in Waterford 

was the result of either a mail 

dropping or a mail collection 

operation that went wrong. 

The mention of the 

“wireless” in the Waterford 

News ( the text is taken from 

the original and authentic 

newspaper report ) actually 

confused me somewhat and 

might actually be referencing 

the use of a mail collection 

system whereby mail bags 

were hung between two 

poles with a wire cable be-

tween them upon which the 

mail bag would be hung. The 

incoming plane would descend slowly and using a hook pull the mail bag into the aircraft. In other words the accident might 

have occurred not because secure mail was being delivered but mail was be collected which is why the plane was low and slow 

over the town.   

It is indicative of the state of the country at that time that the British Army is organizing its communications in this way both 

the activities of the IRA attacking trains and post offices specifically to raid the mail and the rail workers union refusal to carry 

British Army personnel and equipment meant that lines of communication need to be secured in a manner not seen in peace-

time.   
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Small but colourful  

The number of aircraft bases in Ireland in the immediate post-war period  would not have been very numerous how-

ever there were three squadrons posted around the country.  

These were No. 2 Squadron based in Fermoy in Co. Cork being located on the border between the rebel counties of 

Cork and Tipperary and Waterford put it in the middle of the Kingdom. It also had a secondary base at Oranmore Gal-

way giving it coverage of the south and west of the country. The squadron used very colourful tail bands which many 

of us would associate with WWII German Luftwaffe instead of the RAF but a splash of colour is always welcome. The 

use of these was apparently for training purposes.   

No. 100 Squadron was based in and around the various airfields of Dublin with Baldonnel being the main facility. The 

other were Gormanstown Maynooth and Castlebar in the far west. Again the Brisfit formed part of the squadron’s 

strength but the DH9A was also featured. While  most of the aircraft of the squadron were painted in standard RAF 

finish there are a number of photos of some very colourful aircraft of 100 Squadron. Amongst the jewels is this fetch-

ing red and whites splinter finish as modelled by Filip Servit. But other examples of No.100 Squadron machines include 

a sunburst Brisfit on the fuselage sides with fetching red and white 

striped wings.   We will be returning to the Brisfit at a later date to 

show off some of the great modelling based on these machines .  

No 4 Squadron was stationed up north in Aldergrove and yet again 

it was equipped with Brisfits.  

It’s interesting to note the security arrangements (see map of Fer-

moy Airfield ) included a double perimeter fence around the over-

all facility but also around the actual camps and hangars facility.  
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Think, of countryside with long dusty roads running through 

barren and empty countryside, sometimes flat, often not, 

with bridges and culverts regularly destroyed. Of British Ar-

my patrols, mounted in specialist AFV's including tanks and 

APC's, covered by aircraft to spot for IED's, ambushes and 

snipers, who drive through scattered and run down hamlets 

and villages. These are villages where no young men are to 

be seen, only sullen old men and unhelpful women and chil-

dren. A people whose religion and language are slightly alien 

to the British and who have a centuries old tradition as warri-

ors and rebels and where the local native police force is con-

sidered untrustworthy or barricaded in their forts. Where 

armed military contractors abound, are often uncontrolled 

and always paid better than you are .You may be thinking of 

Iraq or Afghanistan but you would be nearly a century too 

late. Think Ireland 1919/1921. 

    After fighting the first truly mechanised war in history, the 

forces of the Crown were well prepared to use new methods 

of military mobility and technology to fight the Irish insur-

gents. Amongst these was the Crossley 25/35 HP Tender. 

During the Great War the RFC had over 6000 tenders in two 

principle types. The 20/25 produced from 1913 to 1918 and 

the 25/30 built from 1918 to 1925. Bodies were usually in 

two types, a basic Tender with side tool boxes and built in 

seats, and the Aviation Wagon with removable seating like 

the vehicle below. The majority used in Ireland were the Avi-

ation Wagon and several thousand new and reconditioned 

vehicles were sent to Ireland, with the new Irish National 

Army eventually taking about 400 at the time of the Truce. 

1:35 Scratch-built Crossley Tender  

Original  

 

 

 

Gangster Wagon  
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Gangster Wagon  

    To date the only Crossley models available in any scale are a 

1/72nd kit by Barry Williams of W^D Models and various die-casts 

in 1/43rd and 1/76th. So for a larger scale the only route is a 

scratch build. Luckily some drawing do exist, a basic set by Denis 

McCarthy in An Cosantóir in the 1970’s and a more detailed better 

one by Peter Leslie,  used to accompany his excellent  two part arti-

cle on vehicles of this conflict in the May 1980 edition of Military 

Modelling. I also had some copies of pages from the Drivers Hand-

book kindly provided by a gentleman who owns two vehicles often 

seen on film or TV. Like most scratch-builds it’s a matter of making 

the parts before assembling like any other kit and writing up the 

instruction sheet as you go along. The bit, I confess, I often get 

wrong. 

2 3 1 

4 
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  Photo 1 (see previous page)  I started with the distinctive 

Crossley radiator, if I couldn’t make this then it would be back 

to the shelf of shame. So using the drawings I cut out the basic 

shape in 30thou plasticard and to this glued a brass etched 

piece of mesh. This was trimmed to shape and a surround of 

10thou was glued in place to provide depth. Finally the curved 

front sections were cut from card disks and added, as was the 

radiator cap, a jerry can cap from spares.  

Next the suspension parts were made from lengths of card, 

both front and rear wishbones 

Photo 2 and 3 The bare chassis frame is a mixture of Evergreen 

and various kit parts from the spares box. 

Photo 4 To this is hung the major mechanical component. The 

new suspension and radiator, an engine from an old Zverda kit 

and gear box and rear diff from a Tamiya M21 half -track. The 

drive shaft and fuel tank, which needed reshaping, are from an 

unknown donor. The gear wheel is from my bag of clock parts 

and in real life connects to the speedometer and odometer. 

Photo 5 Now that the basic framework is complete, the body 

work can be added. The bonnet (hood) is bent 5 thou card 

with central rod as a hinge. The side pieces and louvers are cut 

from a redundant Zverda truck kit. Wood played a large part in 

the construction of these early war-time vehicles and the 

Crossleys are no exception. For wooden parts I tend to favour 

real wood, provided the grain is small. It wears and takes paint 

like wood and it is after all the genuine article. Mine is bought 

from a supplier to the model boat trade, comes in many types 

and thicknesses and is very versatile. I make the required parts 

in plasticard and then skin them with a wood veneer.  

Photo 6 A cab floor and rear compartment are built in that 

manner and added to the chassis. 

Photo 7 Final fitting is straightforward, binnacle, lights, mud-

guards’, drivers equipment are soon added and lastly the 

wheels are added. These were sourced from Resicast of Bel-

gium and come from Graham’s resin Rolls Royce A/Car. The 

final result is now ready for paint. 

Other photos Paint, as far as I am concerned, is straight for-

ward, anything as long as it’s Khaki, for the tyres I used Hum-

brol Cement. After painting the basic colour I added a home-

made number board. Its generic but the 01 prefix indicates the 

Belfast registration office.  I kept weathering to a minimum 

and gave the whole thing several misting’s of Tamiya NATO 

Brown, Panzer Yellow and Tan. This replicates the dust of Irish 

back roads exactly. 
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    It’s sad that this iconic vehicle in Irish military history is 

not available in any medium or large scale. However mine 

will fit the bill in my Irish Army vehicle collection till some-

thing better turns up. 
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The distribution of the IRA forces displayed in the map here 

give a clear indication of the geographical spread of the con-

flict. This would be a conflict of movement and ambush and 

the response of the British was  to massively increase the size 

of the lorry fleet augmented by armoured cars.  Kautt cites a 

rise in the number of lorries from 156 to an additional 319 

between April and October 1920. Many of these were Cross-

ley 20/25 Tenders and Lancia Trioltas both of which were in 

abundance after the Great War .  

Tactical Lorry  

 Kautt tells us that some of these lorries were up-armoured 

with either 1inch steel plate for rural areas (so called ar-

moured) and 1/2 inch plate (so-called protected) in urban 

areas as the .303 was used by the IRA in the countryside and 

pistols and hand grenades in the cities. 

To counter the latter wire mesh cages were added to the 

Crossley (see below) and Lancia (see following pages ) as well 

as the armoured plate which had firing holes or a mount  was 

often fitted for a Lewis machine gun.        

The use of light mobile units against the rebels would contin-

ue on through the War of Independence into the Civil War. 

Irelands small windy roads network were better suited to the 

Crossley Tender and the Lancia than the heavier Peerless or 

Austin. The British Army use of the smaller number of tanks 

stationed in Ireland at the time was more for demonstration 

of strength than having any 

practical purposes. Indeed the 

use of trucks and armoured cars 

would remain a stable of the 

various military and paramili-

tary powers on the island for 

the decades to come. The Free 

State’s National Army would 

inherit many of these vehicles 

and use them up till the out-

break of WW II and in the North 

some would be in use right up 

to 1960’s. Indeed the armoured 

Land Rover became a symbol of 

the tragic dysfunction that was 

Northern Ireland from 1970’s 

through to the 1990’s.   

The advent of the tactical lorry  
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From Lorry to troop carrier  

The evolution of the use of trucks can be seen in some of the 

photos as standard trucks get fitted with benches to carry a 

squad of men. The photo of NC-1785 here shows a plain 

Crossley Tender with a Lewis machine gun fitted by the pas-

senger on the drivers left.  But as the conflict escalated the 

minimum protection afforded would not be enough and other 

solutions would have to be found. As the 1916 street fighting 

had demonstrated the movement of troops unprotected 

through the streets was highly dangerous.       

 

 

 

                 From troop carrier to hencoop !  

The images below are taken from an original copy 
of the Illustrated London News from January 1921. 
They show Hamar Greenwood, Chief Secretary for 
Ireland, inspecting R.I.C Auxiliaries in Dublin . In 
this view one can see clearly that the drivers com-
partment is semi-enclosed in what we would as-
sume to be armoured plate or steel plate with a 
cut out for his head. The area behind him has been 
fitted with what the paper referred to as a hen-
coop protective mesh to thwart bomb attacks.  

Lancia Lorry for the Liberated  

Alongside of the Tenders there were the Lancia Jota and 

Triolta. A British army contract for thousands of these 1 1/2 

ton trucks  were awarded to Lancia during WWI and there 

were large numbers in Ireland at the time of the War of 

Independence.  

Like the Crossley Tender these trucks would become the 

face of Empire on the streets of the cities and towns of Ire-

land and when the truce came large numbers were handed 

over to the new National Army of the Free State and the 

RUC in Northern Ireland. 

Their continual use both north and south meant that there 

were many modifications to increase the protection of the 

squad inside. Initially open topped(A) further modifications 

included the additionof the chicken coop similar to the Ten-

der here on the left . These would give way to fully roofed 

in versions (B) and (C) . The latter would undergo further 

modifctaion and adaption to use on the railway during the 

Civil War for the Railway protection unit. We will at a later 

date come back to the latter in some detail.     

B 

A 

C 
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W ith storm clouds on the 

horizon the Air Corps 

were ordered on the 30th 

of August 1939 to send a reconnaissance de-

tachment of three Avro Anson’s and two Wal-

rus (N19 , N20) to Rineanna for the purpose of 

patrolling the west coast.  

It came a day after talks in London  between 

the Irish and British governments. It signaled 

the start of a intensive period of seven months 

of operations which would take its toll and 

which this small force wasn’t able to maintain.  

Along with the Coast Watching Service these 

aircraft would serve as the eyes and ears of the 

Free State. The patrol area covered Wexford to 

Donegal with particular attention to areas be-

tween Belmullet and the mouth of the Shannon 

and from Mizen Head to Waterford.  

Plagued with maintenance issues and availabil-

ity of spares the aircraft would solider on till the 

spring when operations ceased. The Walrus was 

slow and underpowered and operating on the 

Irish west coast she was found wanting. Robert 

Stuart’s model of the new 1:48 Airfix kit is how-

ever flawless as shows here. 

A Walrus amoungst 

the waves 
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A Walrus amoungst 

the waves  

Robert A. Stuart builds an super Irish 

Air Corps Supermarine Walrus MK 1 

in 1:48 using the Silver Wings edition 

of the new Airifx kit . 
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My father used to tell stories of watching Irish Air Corps 
Walruses during his boyhood. I never asked where he saw 
them; both the airfield at Baldonnel and Dublin Bay would 
have been an easy cycle ride. When I saw Airfix’s 1/48 
scale Walrus  Mk. I  the 2018 release A09187, I had to build 
it. This boxing has the added benefit that an IAC machine 
can be built ‘out-of-the-box’.  
There were few problems with the build and most of those 
were of my own making.  The only warning I would give 
fellow modellers is that the tolerances can be close, espe-
cially if you paint parts on the sprue (as I often do). 
 
The build 
Traditionally, aircraft kits start with the interior and cock-
pit. That is what Airfix suggest in their instructions, so, I 
started with the lower wings and propellor. The lower 
port wing has an optional landing light.  The sides of this 
were removed to ease building; these were filled back at a 
later stage. The instructions suggest the Irish Walrus 
should carry bombs or 
depth charges.  I haven’t 
seen any photos that 
confirm IAC Walruses 
regularly flew with these 
weapons. The attach-
ment points were cov-
ered. The bomb covers 
are the worst part of the 
kit; if I build another, I 

will fill them with Milli-
put. 
 

 

 
 
 
  
The propellor is simple enough, two pairs of blades glued 
together. There is a spinner to be added later.  While the 
hubs were essential, the blades themselves wouldn’t sur-
vive the build. It was at this point I decided I would display 
the model on a base of some sort. A trawl of YouTube re-
vealed several videos of Walruses landing and taking off. 
Take-off raises a lot of spray; the initial touchdown on wa-
ter is less obscured.   
The kit’s propellor hub and blade diameters were meas-
ured and some acrylic discs were ordered online. When 
they arrived, I was worried that the surface appeared 
scratchy and dull – until I found that there was a protective 
plastic sheet applied to both sides so we were good to go 
on to the interior.   

Building an Irish Air Corps 1:48 Supermarine Walrus 

A Walrus alighting on water 
would require a crew and a 
spinning propellor – none of 

which are in the kit.    
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The interior and the crew   
The kit has a very detailed interior 
and the build then returned to Airfix's 
stage 1 and covered most of their first 
nine stages - the lower hull and walk-
way together with the support brack-
et for the pilot's seat.  
 
Airfix don’t supply aircrew in the kit.  
Models of 1930s aircrew are as rare 
as hen’s teeth; indeed, other than 
pilots, 1940s crew are hard to find let 
alone images of late 1930s/1940s 
Irish Air Corp crew. I did manage to 
find three photos with five air crew 
between them. Three men are in for-
mal uniform with flying caps, two in 
(what looks like) Sidcote suits. The 
flying caps all had an early style of 
earpiece.  
 
1/48 scale figures of aircrew were 
sourced and modified from Tamiya’ 
WWII German Tank Field Maintenance 
Crew. They don't look like aircrew - of 
any nation - but they are wearing over-
alls, which could be scraped and padded 
to suit.  An advantage of this kit is that 
several of the legs are moulded sepa-
rately so that we can mix and match to 
make suitable figures including the right 
flight gear. From back to front, the radio 
operator, navigator, and pilot. 
 
The radio operator was the simplest of 
the three. He started as one of the 
standing figures with separate lower 
legs. The navigator had two kneeling 
legs (from different figures); his knees 
had to be trimmed to fit under the table 
the poor fella. I couldn’t find an airman’s 
map from the 1930s or 40s, so he has a (very 
reduced) copy of a recent airman’s map of 
Ireland, folded to reveal the south west cor-
ner of the country.  No, he hasn’t enlight-
ened me as to why the sheet wasn’t stowed 
on landing. 
 
Finally the pilot was modified so that his feet 
matched the rudder pedals with a forward 
leaning posture. All of them have had their 
heads re-positioned, the pockets trimmed 
off their overalls. From the outside, the pilot 
is clearly visible, and navigator can be seen.  
You need to be good looking (and have a 
torch) to spot the radio man. 
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Coming back to the issue of the base a lot of time was 
spent looking at images of sea water and videos of Wal-
ruses landing and taking off. Take off generates a lot of 
spray, too much for effective model making, but alighting 
on water?  Alighting would be interesting. 

The first decision was to have the Walrus landing along 
the base’s diagonal, in the hope that would lend drama to 
the scene. The Walrus’s wings would be near the other 
diagonal. I started with a sheet of insulation foam, with 
some ridges laid across to form waves.  The Walrus would 
land across the waves (easier and safer than landing with 
the furrows). On top of this strips of thin scenic modelling 
foam was laid. 
 
The base  
When dry, the whole base was wrapped in plaster band-
age; the underside first so it could be made flat, then the 
top. This was fairly stiff by this stage, but I left it for a few 

days to become even harder .The next step was to apply 
a layer of paper kitchen towel stuck down with artists’ 
acrylic gel.  Acrylic gels were applied over the next few 
sessions to fill the mechanical ridges in the base, and to 
give a more natural look. 
 
 
Artists quality acrylic inks were sprayed onto the base, 
sandwiched between thin layers of clear acrylic gel.  Col-
ours used included burnt sienna (mainly in the lower lay-
ers), phthalo blue (phthalocyanine blue) and phthalo 
greens, all of which have a transparency that allows light 
to penetrate and generate an impression of depth.  When 
fresh, the gel appears white; it becomes transparent be-
fore it is fully dry.  In the upper layers, a little white was 
mixed with the phthalo green to represent areas of dis-
turbed water under the surface. Surface ripples on the 
water were made by spreading and stirring the gel with 
my fingertips (wear rubber gloves for this).  The gel tends 
to flatten as it dries. 
  
The surface foam and broken water was represented with 
strands of 'Hi-Loft Polyester' - stuffing for cuddly toys. 
The foam under the hull, and the spay at the tail were a 
mix of clear gel and toy stuffing, spread in a thin layer on 
plastic sheet, allowed to dry, then peeled off before ap-
plying to the scene. 

The waves for the Walrus  
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Finishing up  

With the water complete, I returned to building the Walrus.  The rest of the build is easy apart from the rigging, but 

then; how many biplanes are easy to rig?  This showed the only remarkable feature that Airfix have missed.  The (very) 

tall post on the rudder for this came from one 

of the keepers for the tailplane struts.  To ease 

the strain on the model, the radio wires are 

kept loose when it is not on display.  

Only when the floats were rigged and attached 
(note the order) could I finally check that they 
were fully above the water and wouldn’t need 
their own wakes.  
 
If I were to repeat the build, there is one thing 
that I’d do differently. If you watch an aero-
plane with a spinning propellor, or sit behind 
the engine, the spinning propellor is near invisi-
ble. The acrylic disc isn’t necessary for a home 
display model. Convention dictates that we 
have something in place of the blades for public 
display.  
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N19 Costal Patrol Squadron 

Irish Air Corps, Rieanna September 1939.
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N19 Costal Patrol Squadron  

Irish Air Corps, Rieanna September 1939. 
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A Walrus amoungst 

the Sheep  
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This lovely 1:72 scale model is built Erolek and represents one of 3 Supermarine Walrus planes purchased by Irish Air Corps in 
the 1941 war time paint scheme. Robert’s 1:48 model is of the 1939 silver colour scheme as these aircraft were delivered early 
in 1939.  By 1942 there was only one Walrus left - Number 18, serial no. L2301. Originally crashing on the delivery ferry flight 
but being repaired with parts from nr. 19. she was pressed into service and had a somewhat colourful service.  
 
This plane crash landed in a field, but given the sturdy structure the damage was slight. The sheep on the other hand, well 
boys and girls that’s a different story altogether. The plane was later taken  on 9th January 1942 by 4 Irish airmen with inten-
tion of flying to Cherbourg to join Luftwaffe in war effort though half way through the plane was intercepted by RAF Spitfires 
and forced to land. Both aircraft and crew were deported back to Ireland.  
Walrus no. 18 served in Ireland until 1946 finishing up as an Aer Lingus trainer but later on flew in Britain with civilian registra-
tion G-AIZG. Currently Walrus no.18 L2301 is to be found in it's original Fleet Air Arm's paint scheme on display at FAA muse-
um in Yeovilton.  

Supermarine Walrus Mk.I,  

Supermarine Walrus Mk.I,  
Revell kit, animals from Pegasus' "Farm Animals" set.  
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Ireland’s first sojourn into 

the world of UN peace 

keeping would be a trau-

matic and difficult one but 

the 11 homegrown Ford VI 

armoured cars would give 

solid service prove and 

prove to be a source of mo-

bile firepower on the 

ground.  

After the disastrous Niemba 

( 9th November 1960)

ambush in which 9 Irish 

soldiers were killed by Balu-

bas  the decision was made 

to reinforce the UN battalion with an armoured car element. 

To this end 11 in total made their way to the Congo and 

were used up until the end of the mission. The first 8 were 

flown in in early 1961 and later another 3 (converted into 

turretless scout cars) were sent as attrition replacements.  

The Ford MK VI were built by Thompson’s in County Carlow 

and with a production batch of 28 represented by far the 

largest number of a single car 

type in use with the Cavalry 

Corps. Ordered during 1940 

with deliveries starting in 1941 .  

The Ford MK VI was based on 

the 1 ,5-ton Ford truck and an 

armoured body. The trucks had 

a shorted wheel base of 122 

inches and a top speed of 45 

mph . The initial batch of cars 

came from a stock of 134 inch 

and were later supplemented 

by 157-inch wheelbase types. 

Ford’s of Cork did all the work 

on shortening the drive shafts. 

The design was identical to the 

MK V only as the last of the Aus-

tin twin turrets had been used a Landsverk- type turret was 

used. The armoured cars were armed with the venerable 

Vickers machine gun, fitted with a Type 19 radio and modi-

fied to carry extra ammunition. The cars sent to the Congo 

were modified with a fan and extra storage for ammunition. 

However with a crew of four the cars were cramped and 

must have been very uncomfortable to use in the sweltering 

heat of the Congo. 

Ford MK VI Ar-

moured car in 

From Carlow to the Congo
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From Carlow to the Congo 

Reg. No. Issued to  Remarks 

ZD1759 34th Battalion Jan-

uary ‘61 

Handed over to the Congolese Army May 1964 

ZD1763 34th Battalion Handed over to the Congolese Army May 1964 

ZD1765 34th Battalion Handed over to the Congolese Army May 1964 

ZD1766 35th Battalion June 

‘61 

Reconfigured to Scout Car prior to leaving Ireland in June ‘61 

Handed over to the Congolese Army May 1964. 

ZD1771 35th Battalion Reconfigured to Scout Car prior to leaving Ireland in June ‘61 

Handed over to the Congolese Army May 1964 

ZD1775 34th Battalion Handed over to the Congolese Army May 1964 

ZD1776 34th Battalion Lost at Jadotville September ’61. Recaptured by 38th Battalion  

ZD1777 34th Battalion -  

ZD1788 34th Battalion Abandoned after breaking an axles 2th August 1961 Jadotville-Dilolo Rd. Re-

captured by 38th Battalion  

ZD1811 35th Battalion Reconfigured to Scout Car prior to leaving Ireland in June ‘61. Damaged in 

firefight with Gendarmerie in Élisabethville Ave. Wangermee 14 September 

1961. Not fitted with a side door    

ZD1854 34th Battalion Destroyed in fighting in Elizabethville 14/15 September 1961 Pte. Mullins

(MIA) and Cpl. Nolan killed. Cmdr. Cahalane and Sgt. Carey wounded. Inci-

dent is subject of the book “Missing in Action ” 

 

 

The scout cars were initially supposed to be fitted with Bren guns but as 

these didn’t have the firepower needed 0.5 Browning machine guns were 

sourced from Allied landfall aircraft stocks from the Second World 

War….allegedly because apparently this wasn’t allowed and the Army 

would never do what it’s not supposed to do. Karl Martin’s interview on 

Youtube of the late Cmdr. Art Magennis gives  much of the colourful back-

ground information .  

 

Other modifications   

There is some confusion as to whether or not the MKVI included the side door on the right hand side as standard and 

some of the cars had these fitted and others seems to have only the rear door arrangement as seen on the MK V.  One of 

the cars was also fitted with a homebrew battering ram made up from scrap iron found in and around Élisabethville. There 

was only one and I haven’t been able to identify it yet but is one of the 11 named here under. Two of the Jadotville cars 

were surrendered and used by the Gendarmerie however the extra armour fitted was too much for the axles of the 1.5 

ton car and they became unserviceable. These cars were later recovered by 38th Battalion when they occupied the copper 

mines.  
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The first batch of 8 MK VI’s all nicely lined up and resplendent in new white colour scheme and supporting a small 

shamrock and inscription on the turret . I can find no photos of these markings surviving and would be interested 

is anybody knows what the inscription says. The Irish registration numbers are also absent from most if not all 

Congo cars.   

This photo of one of the scout cars shows to good effect the very heavy wear on the paint scheme revealing the 

original quaker green  underneath.  At least one of these carries the name “Phoenix ” on the turret rear. ONU(C) 

markings are carried on the mud guards fore and aft, bonnet and on both sides of the turret.  

A Ford in any colour you want  
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As well as differences in the configuration of the car there sems to have been a shifting the colour schemes used on 

the cars. Photos of the cars on arrival show them to be finished in pristine UN white with ONU(C) lettering. Photos 

taken later on in the deployment (year 1962) show the wear and tear on the white revealing the original colour 

(quaker green).  

Film footage of the cars also show an almost  blue-black colour (above) with the lettering on a white background. And 

its not just a single car but all of them. The photo here under shows what looks like a heavy ochre weathering on the 

vehicles and a blend of differing colours . There are plenty of modelling weathering opportunities here. This is the car 

fitted with the battering ram and it has no righthand side entrance door and needs a good wash.   

Photos come from late comdt. Art Magennis collection and sourced from Karl Martin’s Youtube channel.     
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Katanga modifications carried out on the two Jadotville cars.    

Scout car configuration featuring the open ring turret and Browning machine gun .    

A standard MK VI with some of the field modifications extra headlight and PSP plating as detrenching aid.    

A Thompson built Ford Mk VI armoured car    
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Using D.J. McCarthy’s drawing from the July 1981 An Costainoir

(Vol._41_No._7)  scaled up to 1:35 the basic profiles were cut out and 

transferred across to Evergreen plastic sheet. The design of the turret 

(powered by hand!) is loosely based on the Landsverk. Then it’s a 

question of building up the side profile and building outward. See 

overleaf for an impression of the progress of the build. Paddy only 

went to Christian Brothers hedge school and is allergic to writing so 

the description is ...well brief to non-existent. If you want one of these 

you will have to get the finger out and scratch build.  

As a starting out point its worth 

remembering that the GAZ AA was 

a  Soviet license-built Ford 1.5 ton 

truck and one of the numerous 

1:35 scale GAZ 1.5 Trucks from 

Zvezda or Miniart will give the 

builder the chassis and many of 

the details. However you will have 

to chop everything down to the right wheel base (122 inches) and use 

Evergreen sheet for the main superstructure and the rather pretty 

wheel wells and mudguards.   
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Lo ng before the IAC bought 

the Fouga Magister in the late 70’s Irish 

troops had to contend with the aircraft 

in anger. In 1961 three of these aircraft 

made up part of the emerging air wing 

of the break-way Congolese province of 

Katanga. In the space of a few short 

weeks at the end of the August and the 

start of September Irish troops serving 

under a ONUC deployment to the Con-

go were attacked by these aircraft. 

Flown by Belgium mercenaries against 

UN targets this small rebel air force 

represented a major thorn in the side 

of the UN-mandated force (ONUC). The 

latter had arrived in-country initially 

without air cover or credible air de-

fense systems.  

Given this link to that historic and trau-

matic Irish deployment we decided to 

delve deeper into this these events.  

These Magisters feature very briefly in 

the Netflix “Siege at Jadotville” (named 

after Declan Power’s 2005 book of the 

same title) and this forms part of the 

remerging interest in this chapter of 

Africa’s and UN history.  

In reading up on this episode and the 

Magister’s in particular I have been 

struck by the amount of disparate in-

formation relating to some of the basic 

facts out there. In particular facts per-

taining to the identity of the aircraft, 

the people who flew them and where 

they flew them from. What is clear that 

these small aeroplanes were for a very 

brief moment in history a major head-

ache to the UN and many of the mov-

ers and shakers involved in geo-politics 

of the emerging post-colonial Africa.  

The break away province embarked 

upon a military spending spree and as 

the Belgium already operated the Mag-

isters in the Congo the choice for ad-

vanced trainer ground attack aircraft 

fell on the Fouga Magister. In 1961 this 

was a very modern jet. They ordered 

nine but only three  ordered arrived in 

Katanga on February 6th 1961. The rest 

were held up in Point-Noir , Congo –

Brazzaville, which is the other Congo!. 

The aircraft were flown into Luano Air-

port, Élisabethville. On the map I have 

used the then-contemporary place 

names.   

On 8th April the Katanga leader Presi-

dent Tshombe went to Luano for a fly 

past demo and was photographed 

sitting in the rear of Kat93 the third of 

the aircraft (see below)  

The three aircraft were number Kat91, 

Kat92 and Kat 93. The fates of these 

aircraft are source of confusion particu-

larly the lot of 92 and 93.  The matter is 

exacerbated by the fact that there are 

few photos and in some of them the 

aircraft carry no number as we can see 

above and in others pictures they do.   

Katanga’s Fouga Magisters  

 

Interestingly enough this photo clearly shows Kat93 Luano (Élisabethville) April 1961 painted 

with the day-glo orange panels. Some commentators have argued that Kat93 had these re-

moved or overpainted in aluminum.  
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The AVIKTA (Katanga Air Force) pilots were drawn from Bel-

gian and Katangan ranks but the latter were novices and 

would fly the Harvards and Pipers. Again exactly who the 

pilots were is a matter of controversy  particularly after the 

UN deported the Belgians in August 1961. The fact that the 

Magister would fly its 

most intensive missions 

immediately after-

wards is proof that not 

all the Belgians went 

home.  

The aircraft were origi-

nally stationed at Luano 

(Élisabethville) see the 

map but were moved 

north west to Kolwezi on 

June 3rd of ‘61. This was 

then a category E airfield 

without a tower (built 

later in October) and 

only primitive servicing facilities. It also had no landing lights 

or navigational aids.    

On the 23 June Kat91 crashes after hitting low electricity 

cables killing pilot Jean-Marie Dagonnier and a Dutch aero-

mechanic Leonardus Kok. Apparently they were practicing 

for the independence parade scheduled for the 11 July. I 

have to date found no pictures of KAT91 marked as such but 

the description of the crash suggest the aircraft was 

wrecked .  

In order to perform shooting and bombardment exercises, 

the bomb launchers are installed under the wings and they 

are armed with two 7.5 mm AA-52 / MAC-52 machine guns 

with 300 rounds. Dummy 50 kg bombs are placed under the 

wings. These dummy 

bombs are dropped on 

the shooting range in 

semi-dive at 350 kts at 

an angle of 30°.   

In mid August either 

Kat92 or Kat93 suffer 

engine failure due to a 

mechanics cap being 

sucked into the engine. 

This must have hap-

pened at Élisabethville 

as an unserviceable 

aircraft was found by 

the UN at this point. It 

would appear that flights between the airports are still very 

much part of the flying routine. Pictures of Kat92 with Irish 

bagpipers in the background pre-date this event to earlier in 

the summer. The lead photo of this article is purported to be 

taken at Élisabethville and if its Kat92 then her serial num-

bers had been painted out.  

Two Magisters at  Luano (Élisabethville )April 1961 The fuselage numbers are blocked  out by 

bystanders .  UN Photo/BZ  
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 Events change fast as by the end of August (28th) the UN 

carry put Operation Rum Punch an attempt to expel foreign 

advisers and mercenaries working for Tshombe and the Ka-

tanga Gendarmerie from Élisabethville and seizing strategic 

locations in the provincial capital. Much of the fledging 

AVIKAT was seized on the ground (and its foreign advisers) 

but not the sole airworthy Magister. Up in Kolwezi it es-

caped the attentions of the UN.  This action did put an end 

to the Sitzkrieg phase of the Katanga secession and the 

shooting war was about to kick off.  

Two weeks later the UN upped the ante yet again with Op-

eration Morthor opening on the 13th September and for 

the coming week fighting would break out all over the Cop-

per Belt. The response from Kolwezi was a recon mission on 

the Elizabetville-Jadotvillie road were earlier the Irish con-

tingent of 156 men had dug in. The Belgians were expecting 

to find a support convoy going to Jadotville. The run would 

also be used to orientate themselves to the distribution of 

forces on the ground at Jadotville.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On September 14th they attack the Irish at Jadotville (Likasi) 

around 3 p.m and separated only by a distance of 140km 

from Kolwezi there is a second attack at 5 p.m. The pilot 

dropping bombs and apparently destroying vehicles.  

On the 15th there is a strike against Kamina and the adja-

cent satellite airfield of Lumwe were a  DC3 , a C119 and the 

tower are strafed were the distance to target is 240km.  

Later on there 

is also an 

attack on Élisa-

bethville Lu-

ano airport  

were an Air 

Katanga's DC-4 

(OO-AND) is 

damaged. This 

being one of 

the aircraft 

seized two 

weeks earlier 

by the UN 

when they 

occupied the 

airport. Dis-

tance to the 

target is 280 

km.  

On September 16th the relief convoy for the  beleaguered 

men of A Coy 35th Battalion at Jadotville is attacked at 

around 11 am. The pilot surprises the convoy near Luishia. 

This will be the first of four attacks and in the course of one 

of the attacks a direct hit on truck cost the lives of 4 Indian 

peacekeepers.   

On the 17th of September there is another attack on Élisa-

bethville and on  Luano airport. The attacks include strafing 

the Irish positions on the Passover tunnel. It is also during 

these attacks that a press conference organized by Connor  

Cruise O’ Brien is disrupted and were he and the attending 

journalist have to take cover. This attack puts the results of 

Morthor in their perspective and it was an embarrassment 

for the UN.   
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That same night  the UN secretary general  Dag Hammar-

skjold flies to Ndola in Norther Rhodesia to met with Katan-

ga’s Tshombe to seek settlement. The plane crashes after 

midnight making the date 18th and all 16 on-board are killed. 

The Rhodesian crash investigators attributed the cause to 

pilot error  but a conspiracy theory has grown up claiming 

the Katangese shot him down. The impossibility of the logis-

tics of the attack are no barrier to spinning a yarn apparently 

so beware in accepting this at face value .   

On September 18th and apparently the 19th more attacks are 

carried out on Élisabethville including UN HQ . On the 21st 

the UN call a halt to Operation Morthor declaring it a suc-

cess . However it represented a lull in the fighting while the 

UN brought in four Swedish Sabb J29 B and 2 C’s Tunnan’s, 

four Ethiopian F86’s and four Indian B.E. B1 Canberra’s 

bombers into Kamina preparing for air operation in the fol-

low-up Operation UNOKAT in early December.  

The activities of the Magsiter in the interim are somewhat 

unclear and sources vary but it would appear Indian claims of  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

destroying it on the ground on December 8th in Kolwezi 

were unfounded; the Indian’s in all probability hit the decoy 

(see photo above) placed on the runway. However the air-

craft seems to be unserviceable at this juncture anyway and 

there are reports of it having being moved to the east to the 

Kisenge airfield to await parts and repair but it never played 

a role again in the conflict.    

 The identity of the pilots is a matter of confusion so I have 

chosen not to name them except for the two killed in the 

accident with KAT91. Conspiracy theories surroundings these 

events are enjoying renewed interest in the form of the cam-

paign since 2012 right up till 2019 to get the UN to re-

investigate the death Dag Hammarskjold. It did and did so 

without tangible results. In popular culture the case is cov-

ered  amongst others in the Danish film “Who killed Dag 

Hammarskjold ” and Netflix ‘Siege of Jadotville’. The ideologi-

cal tenor of some publi-

cations covering the 

subject matter betray 

the real reason why 

this mans’ death is be-

ing used as a totem in a 

culture war.   

 

Whatever else might be 

true a Fouga Magister 

didn’t fly to Rhodesia 

from Kolwezi in the 

middle of the night, 

find and shot down a 

DC-6, return to its base 

safely and be 

bombing the 

UN the next 

day.      

  

 

 

 

Élisabethville December 1961  

UN Photo/BZ  
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The oxygen bottles and associated plumbing at 

the back of the rear instrument panel are 

prominent features which have been replicat-

ed. While the kit is well detailed there is still 

room for extra detailing.  

The instrument panels are enhanced by the 

addition of much of the electrical plumbing 

being added .  

 The kit sidewall mouldings are a 

tad bit flat and replaced with thin 

plastic card cut and fit to the vari-

ous flat sections, then added the 

raised moulding with stretched 

sprue sanded a bit flat, and added 

a few screws with sprue. The ra-

dio for the rear cockpit starboard 

side shelf is scratch built.  

The kit nose panel is well detailed but I added a few 

more wires/cables with fuse wire. Side panels have 

been cut out on the port side of the nose as if in mainte-

nance mode, some of this will be visible and the upper 

cover were left off to display the gun mounts.  

The Magister carried twin 7.50 mmm machine 

guns in the nose and these a/c  were also 

wired for hardpoints on the wings to carry out 

ground attack.   
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The kit provides great 

internal detail with fire 

walls and formers, fuel 

tanks, computer bays etc. 

In order to display them 

one of the engines was 

left off . Further detailing 

added in the form of pip-

ing with styrene tubing 

and plumbing and wiring 

with various gauges of 

copper wire.  

The port engine will be displayed out of aircraft un-

dergoing maintenance. The kit includes both en-

gines and while they are well detailed a few extra 

details were added with wire/sprue/Evergreen rods.  

The engine cover fasteners on the real aircraft were 

reproduced using and old alum beer can. This mate-

rial is both cheap, easy to cut and work and is flexi-

ble and strong. And its also very tasty ! 

These aircraft were painted in the standard 

trainer livery of aluminum and day-glo or-

ange .  

For spraying the main body of the aircraft 

Alclad primer and dull aluminum were used. 

The use of the Alclad primer instead of the 

usual black base give a more realistic colour 

and the dull al is a better match to the air-

craft colour.   
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David’s 1:48 kit was built using Avant Garde Model Kits  fantastic offering which came out in 2015.  

The decals are from MAV Decals and they were kindly scaled up from the 1:72 DC3 at the request of 

David. As you can see from the previous photos and these here the level of internal and external de-

tail is amazing . The kit combines extensive polystyrene main parts with photo etch and tin parts to fill 

out the package. And the kit even includes a clear fuselage option to allow the kit to be built so all the 

details  can be displayed when constructed. His finish is flawless and we are left with a fine replica of 

this obscure but important chapter in history.   
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Readers tips  
The events in the Congo in the period of 1961 are subject to plenty of coverage and the 

sources and references here are just a indication of what is available to the history buff but 

also the modeller.   

Congo Unraveled,A. Hudson from the Africa at War series covers the conflict from the 1960 to 

the end of the mercenary revolt of 1968 and was the first in this series to deal with the Congo. 

Recently the edition has been revised and updated.  

Fouga Magister an Irish Perspective, J. Maxwell contains a whole chapter on the events cov-

ered here. For a more in-depth treatment its worth a read and is devoid of hyperbole.  

Siege at Jadotville D. Power covers the events at Jadotville in detail and is the basis of the 

Netflix film.  

Missing in Action R.Riegel and J.O’Mahony covers the case of MIA Irish troper P. Mullins and 

the crew of a Ford MK VI  in action on the streets of Élisabethville during Operation Morthor.  

Ireland ,the United Nations and The Congo, M Kennedy and A. Magennis covers the latter's 

experiences as cavalry officer with ONUC from 1960-1961 including a stint with 35th Bat. Many 

of the pictures of Ford ‘s used here are from his collection. K. Martin also has a Youtube chan-

nel featuring interviews with Magennis about his deployment to the Congo.  

Chandelle website and “Heart of Darkness—The tragedy of the Congo 1960-67, R.C. Johnson . 

An oldie but goldie if Goggle will dig it up for you. It includes maps and artwork and modelling 

details of these and later events in the Congo.  

Air Wars over the Congo, Ripe for Rebellion and For God and the CIA are brand new (January 

20201) releases in the Africa at War series from Helion &Company and while I have yet to read 

them but I would expect their pedigree to be high based on my extensive reading of much of 

the aforementioned series.  

Katanga 1960-63 C. Othen At the time of writing I am still awaiting delivery of this title and 

can’t comment on it. I choose it as the publishers blurb was pro-Katanga which most sources in 

English at least aren’t. I am hoping for more insights into the other sides perspective.  

Investigation into the conditions and circumstances resulting in the tragic death of Dag Ham-

marskjöld ...a UN report 2019 by M. C. Othman. Covering the details of the last and inconclu-

sive investigations into the death of Dag Hammarskjold. Having read this report and how the 

subject is dealt with I have a lot less confidence in the veracity of these claims.   

Website daghammarskjold.se has extensive background information of the case.     

Mémoires de Congo et du Rwanda et du  Burundi no.51 Sept. 2019 a trimester publication by 

Belgian (ex-pats?) association which featured extensive coverage of the Katanga Magister op-

erations. www.memoiresducongo.be 
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In 1961 Shorts Brothers and Harland started to develop plans for a 

armoured patrol car. They did this in cooperation with the RUC and 

by the mid sixties the Shorland’s were in production. Interestingly 

the need for a armoured patrol car for crowd control and border 

patrolling was conceived nearly 8 years before the Troubles started 

in earnest.  

Based on the Series II Land Rover the first 10 prototypes were pro-

duced in 1965 and the MK5 is still in production today. There were 

roughly 100 MK I produced followed quickly by MK II and MK III 

whose sales started in 1969. By 1972 the vehicles had been trans-

ferred from the RUC to the UDR and the incremental development 

of the cars followed the release of the newer series of Land Rovers. 

As the Troubles worsened the cars became more heavily armoured 

and so the need for more powerful engines grew. The MK III would 

be the most widely produced of the cars numbering 500 many 

being sold on the export market to various police or paramilitary 

police forces.      

The use of the Ferret turret on the vehicle gave it overtly military 

character which often sat uncomfortably with its essentially civilian 

policing role. In 1974 Shorland Shorts– Harland) introduced a ar-

moured personnel carrier without a turret and room for a squad of 

six men. The initial design being little more than the APC without its 

turret but the MK 3 with its 2625cc 6-cylinder petrol engine, which 

was much needed to carry a total crew of 8. Despite the number of 

crew there was no active ventilation, but fresh air could be let in 

through the 8 gun 

ports and the hatch-

es in the front doors 

when in a non-

hostile environment. 

This short coming 

was addressed in the 

MK 4.  
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Choosing a model  

As already mentioned the Shorland has been widely exported far and wide and 

there are actually a number of options to model these. The Hobby Den in Kildare 

carry their own and very nice resin 1:72 model(HD34). AMC have also released a 

1:72 polystyrene kit and for the 1:35 scale modeler there is the Portuguese MK 3 

from Alvaro Lemos which is very nice but its hard to find.   

 

A British 109 classic...  

So instead of buying an available and expensive resin version of this vehicle, which 

was my first thought, I decided to build my own. Using the Italeri Series III Land 

Rover as a base just like the original in many ways. This kit(Nr. 321 ) dates from 

1980 and according to Scalemates has been released by Revell, Testors as well as 

Italeri as recently as 2017 in box number 6451 so it should be easy enough to find. 

The kit features the MK III with the 109’ wheel base and has 75+ parts and finishes 

out as a nice model of this ubiquitous British jeep.        

 

 

Big Spender  

The kit cost a whopping nine euros and as such there was room in the budget to 

pimp it up a bit. Accurate Armour carry Goodyear resin wheels (LRA 005)for the 

Land Rover and in addition a set of Accurate Armour  “NI Army Confidential tele-

phone numbers ” decals (DE30) were bought and of course some Evergreen sheet 

for the scratch building.  

The Dutchies   

Clive Elliot’s Shorland website is your go to reference for all things Short and Har-

land. The website includes a modelling section with a link to article on building a 

1/35 Dutch Police Shorland Mark 3 APC. It’s in Dutch but the Plastic Paddy 

Murphia are ambidextrous so this is no problem. Apart from the descrip-

tion the article has a number pf pages of drawing on the layout and de-

tailing of the MK III as used by Dutch police. These would form the basis 

of the scratch building. This was going to be a old school chop-shop build 

using the dark arts of measuring twice and cutting once.   

A chop-shop 1:35 MK III Shorland using a  

Italeri Land Rover  
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The build  

The build- ing was quite straightfor-

ward. The conversion requiring little 

more than add- ing the front wings and engine 

compartment to the chassis frame and then the 

new wheels. The plans for a Dutch police 

version of this vehicle were converted to 1/35 

scale then transferred to the plastic card sheet and 

cut them out. They were then added to the rear 

of the bodywork. A few strips of card glued to the 

inside edges kept everything square.  Then the side 

and roof were fabricated from the Evergreen.  

The work on the bonnet and front grill can be seen here be-

fore fitting the bodywork.  

The Turret  

The turret was simply drawn on the card as one piece in accordance 

with the plan’s dimensions, cut out and simply glued together. Vari-

ous internal fittings where added, leather pads, handles, ammuni-

tion racks and sights, together with a 30 calibre gun and cartridge 

collection bag made from Milliput.  

 

A lick of paint A couple of coats of British Army green and an touch 

of some mild weathering after the aforementioned decals were 

applied completed the build. 27 BT 50 is a MK 3 issued to 3 Regi-

ment UDR(Ulster Defence Regiment)for border patrol in the 1970’s.  
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Shorland MK III 

Armoured Car  
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A Dutch Rijkspolitie MK III  

Collectors  MK III in UDR livery   

Portuguese GNR MK III Gate guard  

Collectors  MK III in original Bronze green  

MK III used in Bosnia by press  

CNN Shorland MK III in FS Fakenews Blue  Camouflage MK III   

Anti-tank Shorland MK III  

Shorland Mugshots  
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Old Warhorses  
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FM Fouga Magister CM170 1:48  

The kit everyone loves to hate from 

the manufacturer everyone loves to 

loathe Fonderie Miniatures 1:48 

scale offering is actually a great kit ! 

For many years if you wanted to 

build a 1:48 scale Magister then the 

Kosters  vacuum form kit was the 

only option. Then back in 2002 the 

FM models showed up. This multi 

media kit is a comphrensive  offering 

but FM kits reputation as difficult 

preceded it.  

Having built it I can honestly say that 

with the exception of the vacum-

form canopy it was a dream to build.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I found assembly straight forward 

once you used the necessary (dry 

fit ) preparation. The inclusion of a 

jig for the alignment of the swallow  

tail wings is indicative of the care of 

the mould maker. FM also do very 

detailled resin parts and the use of 

PE and white metal throughout are 

clever and sturdy .This kit deserves a 

better reputation!  

 Kit completed as 220 using the  

Maxdecals 4805 but 4823 is also an 

option both of which features the 

emblems from No.1 Squadron and 

the emblem for the Silver Swallows 

Aerobatic team 1997.   We will re-

turn to the Fouga Magister at a later 

date . 
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Building a Fouga Magister in 

1:48 ?  

You’re spolit for choice!    
For many years if you wanted to build a 1:48 Magister you 

had to get  lucky to be able to find either the Koster’s  or the 

Sanger  vacuform kits. These are as far as I know  the same 

kit Scalemates doesn’t make the connection but I have come 

across references to the two as being the same. They date 

from the 1990’s  

These were followed up in  2001 with the multi media re-

lease by Fonderie Models. Interestingly even though some of 

this boxing (6011)were released with multi-national decal 

options mine had only French  markings. The Zephyr was also 

released the same year.  

Kinetic released their first Magister kit in 2013 following this 

up with a rerelease in 2015 and with specials being released 

by Wingman Models  in 2014. These are injection moulded 

kits with lots of extras in the Wingman editions  

And  last and certainly not least the AMK’s release I  2015 . 

The company reputation for super detailed kits with near full 

structural internal detail. These kits are amazing .   
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Building a 1:35 UNIFIL AML 90   

 

In the previous 

issue we detailed an article on the 

building of the Azimuth’s AML  60 and 

here we bring you the 1:35 Azimuth 

AML 90 (kit number AZI35043). I want-

ed a car wearing the UN colours as part 

of the UNFIL commitment between 

1978 and 2001 . These cars were 

attached to the battalion as part of the 

cavalry support for patrolling duties and 

are quiet iconic featuring regularly in 

the (Irish) press coverage of the UNIFIL 

battalion in the late 70’s and through 

the 80’s 

What’s in the kit?   

The kit is a resin kit with relatively few 

parts which makes it great for a quick 

build . It contains a full soldi body resin 

hull and front mudguards, a turret and 

two bags of fittings and some PE for the 

ditching plating.   

Building  

As we featured a photo essay of the 

AML 60 being built up we won’t repeat  

that here but suffice to say that the kit 

fits well the only real issues are the 

damage to the front fend-

er (on both kits I have built) which is 

easy to repair and the optimistic fit of 

the  wheels . I had problems on both 

builds in the same place so its not just 

me.  So in summary the fit of the kit is 

good and the detailing is fine and be-

fore the coming of the Takom kit this 

was the only option. It is the more ex-

pensive option as its resin  but you can 

pick it up from the manufacturer web-

sites or from Evil Bay.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall  

The kit is quiet clearly smaller than the 

Takom kit when put side to side but this 

seems to arise from the fact the tires of 

the latter are bigger (and don’t fit ) and 

I have to say having looked the French 

example in Saumur I tend toward the 

Azimuth kit in terms of overall appear-

ance.  Anyway I wanted a Paddy Panzer 

with a bloody shamrock and this is it!  
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The markings applied to these armoured cars have a number of 

uniform characteristics such as the UNIFIL numberplate  which 

are not their Irish motor registration numbers, the UN in black 

letter and plain font against the white vehicle background . Other 

elements like the shamrocks and the UN flag show up regularly 

but there seems to be plenty of variation in what marking are 

actually applied to the cars and also where it is applied.  Given 

the long time period involved this may not be so strange,.   

In the course of my search UNFIL 4275 showed up in a colour 

photo featured above left . The use of the tricolor seems to be 

relatively unusual but the shamrock is a recurring theme showing 

up first on Ford Amroured cars in the Congo deployment in the 

1960’s.   The inscription above the shamrock was unusual but I 

couldn’t make  it out. 

Much later I found a high resolution copy of the same image and 

the black and white photo under it. Then I realized that the in-

scription above the shamrock read “Recce Coy” and in addition 

there was an inscription on the turret which reads “Griffith” and 

there is the Cavalry Corps emblem and what appears to be the 4 

badges of the different commands in the Army . This makes it the 

most colourful AML 90 I have come across  to date.  

Shamrocks and tricolors  

In addition to making up the decals I also had to 

find a way to make plain white colour scheme 

not look boring. I based in black and built up the 

white in thin layers. The washed heavily and 

repainted thinned white over that again so that 

the weathering bleed out from under the white 

overcoat.  

The original and incomplete decals featured 

here on the right. I have to go back and add the 

rest still…       
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The placement of the UN markings again seems 

to be varied . Sometimes it featured on the glacis 

plate and sometimes on the turret but again 

placement seems to vary from car to car and 

from photo to photo. In the black and white pho-

to here under ‘UNIFIL’ is  painted sloping up-

wards. The markings were often applied more 

than one on the same sides and on the rear of 

the turret.   

The use of the UN flag also features on 

some of these cars. They seem to have 

been placed on both sides somewhere 

along het wheel fender . 
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The use of a shamrock seems to be widespread 

and as already remarked is to be found on the  

Ford MKVI during the Congo crisis.  

The collection of photos here reflect the contin-

ual use of a shamrock as a marking on these 

cars over long periods of time ; the black and 

white photo dates from June 1978, the colour 

photo left is from 2000.  

The colour pictures here with hull down is pur-

portedly from At Tiri which puts them at April 

1980.      

 Again the size and placement of the marking 

vary sometimes the shamrock is placed in the 

glacis plates, the turret but also the side door.  

The photo of UNIFIL 4275 featured shows that 

the marking changed over time as it features 

two shamrocks as well as the UN marking on 

the glacis plate.  
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The Irish Air Corps operate a total of four EC-

135, two T2’s for the Garda GASU (police 

support team) and two P2’s for the Air 

Corps . In the previous volume we covered 

the P2 Air Corps a/c in this volume Dermot 

Moriarty takes us through the steps involved 

in building a T2.  

Eye in the sky ! 

These aircraft were delivered in 2003 (Nr. 

256 as T1 later upgraded to T2) and Nr. 272 

in 2007 and have become a familiar sight to 

people living in and around Dublin.  

As regards the mission equipment fitted to each helicopter, 

both have a thermal imaging (TI) device and a broadcast qual-

ity, high magnification digital camera, manufactured by FLIR  

 

 

Systems. Recording of images can be made in digital form and 

can subsequently be used in court as evidence. A microwave 

downlink and the advanced on-board radio suite enhances 

communications with the ground, as does a loudspeaker sys-

tem, should the need arise. The roll-out of the TETRA digital 

communications system across the force in 2010/2011 has 

added considerably to the efficiency of air-ground radio con-

tact.  

The helicopters are fitted with moving Skyforce map displays 

which gives a pinpoint guide to track and location. They also 

can illuminate an area with a powerful Nitesun searchlight – 

15 million candlepower for 256 and 30 million for 272. The 

introduction of ITT ANVS 4949 Night Vision Goggle (NVG) ca-

pability for all three crew members on 272 in 2008 has been 

another huge step forward.   

(Taken from “Policing Ireland from the Sky”  G. Warner )  

 

Dermot Moriarty’s builds the Revell 1:72 scale EC-135 into a T2    

Garda surveillance helicopter.   

Photo © Jerry Gunner, Lincoln UK – Wikipedia Commons)  
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Building a EC135 T2  
Some scratch-building, cross-kitting and aftermarket decals to 

build the Garda Air Support Unit EC-135 in 1/72. 

 

Most of us have probably seen or heard the Garda Air Support 

Unit helicopter at some time or another and being a fan of 

helicopters, it’s a kit I’ve always wanted to build. The Eu-

rocopter EC135 is available in both 1/32 and 1/72 scales and 

comes with a variety of civilian, state and military decal 

schemes depending on the boxing. In 1/72, the Revell kit has 

engraved panel lines and riveting, nice interior details but a 

little flash to clean up. The kit I used has air ambulance decals 

and parts that won’t be used. In Volume 1 we covered the 

range of EC135 and 145 available in 1:72 scale .   

There are 5 boxing of the Revell EC135and a 145 so it  worth 

making sure which one you buy as the extra sprues in the one 

are not in the other.  (See Part I for  the breakdown per kit )  

Two of the prominent features of the Garda version are the 

high skids and the under-fuselage avionics ‘canoe’ and camer-

as. Making these will be a mix of cross-kitting and some 

scratch-building. If you go the cross-kitting route like I did, 

you’ll need the larger EC145 helicopter – it has an extra sprue 

called “EC135 accessories” and features the taller skids and 

the camera unit. I didn’t use the Nitesun searchlight as I 

thought it looked a bit too big. 

 

Cockpit–where else would u start? 

Out of the box, the Revell EC135 features all the flying 

controls (pedals, collective and cyclic), something that 

other helicopter kits in this scale often leave out.  

Decals are supplied for the cockpit which are perfectly 

suitable. For the rear observer, I’ve added some TV 

screens and a keyboard, all from plastic card – I based this on 

interior photos I found online of a German example.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Given that 

these are Police vehicles with high-tech surveillance bits on 

board, interior photos weren’t that easy to find. 

I decided to cut open the left hand main cabin door to display 

it open and show off the interior a bit more. A micro saw from 

RB Productions was perfect for this and made nice clean cuts. 

Glued into one fuselage half, I’ve added some weight under 

the nose and inside the instrument binnacle to avoid any tail 

sitting. I also added some coiled fuse wire to the ceiling to 

represent a comms cable.  
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Paddle your own       

canoe ! 

The fuselage fit was good with just a 

little filler needed around the upper 

engine deck and exhausts. The tail 

rotor boom was also glued on at this 

stage. And then it was onto the 

scratch building.  

In order to model a GASU EC135 T2  

you need a avionics canoe. The 

photo here of 256 shows the 

present fit.   

For the avionics ‘canoe’, I first 

made this using some paper card 

and based on reference photos 

for length and width. I then 

transferred this template to plas-

tic card. To keep it rigid, I glued 

in some plastic card formers be-

tween the two sides.  And all 

finished with some more weight in the front, just to be on the 

safe side. In this photo you can also see the higher skid legs 

from the donor sprue. 

After attaching the higher skids legs, I glued the canoe to the 

fuselage along with some plastic sprue under the nose as a 

mount for the FLIR camera. This needed a little filler to give a 

more smooth fit against the curved underside. 

With the skids and nose camera fitted, this is starting to come 

together. I’ve also started adding the many lumps, bumps and 

aerials that this aircraft has, using plastic card and sprue bits. 

An examination of references photos is a must but one of 

these is the bump to the end of the tail boom under the rotor 

housing. Refer to Vol-

ume I as many of the 

aerial seem to have  

similar placement as 

the IAC P2’s.    

The undercarriage skids need an 

extra ‘step’ plank on each side as 

the donor kit only has two. Again, 

this was some plastic strip cut to fit 

and glued.  

The kit supplied side windows 

suffer from a lot of flash and are 

opaque. This is a common problem 

found in this kit. Anyway I used the 

kit windows  as templates and cut 

new ones from clear plastic sheet.  

And then its onto the painting and 

decals.  
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I masked using some Tamiya tape and two brush 

coats of paint later, we get to this point. After a 

check of the paint and any touch ups, I gave every-

thing a coat of Johnsons Klear brushed on. The 

decals are a mix of the kit stencils and the Garda 

ones from Max Decals(7216)which were a second 

hand purchase. I found the Max Decals ones to be 

good if a little delicate to use.  

I decided against using the fluorescent yellow de-

cal stripes as they just wouldn’t conform to the 

fuselage shape. The current Garda machines have 

done away with this hi-vis stripe anyway so it makes 

the finish more contemporary.  

The thin blue cheat line was done with a fine-tip per-

manent marker. I also used a fine-tip black marker for 

the window seals. After a brush coat of Johnsons Klear, 

I gave the airframe a really light panel wash with Flory 

Models Dark Dirt which was then wiped off. These 

aircraft are usually kept quite clean so didn’t go too 

heavy with the wash. 

The last job was to add some aerials from stretched 

sprue and a new searchlight which I made from sprue 

and plastic card. And with the rotors added, she was done.    

Paint and Decals 

As I’m still a brush painter, I try to avoid white paint schemes but if I need 

white, I use Halfords White Plastic Primer from a rattle can. First coat is as 

a primer to check for any issues with follow-up coats for building up the 

colour. I find it very forgiving, dries quite smoothly and gives good cover-

age with light coats. 

 

To get as close to the 

colour Blue to match 

the real aircraft, I tried 

out four different acryl-

ics until I got one that I 

felt was best – Revell’s 

36154 Night Blue  
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Prize Winner ! 

Dermot ‘s efforts were rewarded in 2017 when he 

won the win both the Helicopter class and the IPMS 

Ireland’s Aviation Trophy much to his surprise and 

delight.   
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• Gloss Deep Blue and White with hard separation between the two is along the underside of the cabin 

doors carried forward and back. The colour separation on the boom is spilt down the middle. The up-

per surfaces of the tail winglets are white and the underside blue.  

• Over all gloss finish and little weathering.   

• A/c number carried below the rotor on the engine cover. 

• 256  was delivered with a yellow band and tail codes G-BZRM and no aircraft number.  

• The yellow is changed later to hi-fluorescent yellow band above the blue underside colour and below 

the upper blue cheat line and was carried right across the boom to the tail . There are photos of 272 

carrying this full livery but also only half in that the band was only carried on the main body of the a/c.  

• This colour band  wore off revealing the white underneath. There are photos of both a/c where only a 

small amount was left .At some point all vestiges of this were removed.   

• The colour of the FLIR has changed from white on deliverly to Gloss Blue or black.  

• Other equipment and antennae seem to vary in colour; it could well be that the equipment fit is up-

dated and upgraded particularly for 256.  Some items are in gloss blue and others in white.    

• No Eurocopter logo carried on the engine casing and the tri-colour on the tail is not centered.   

• Unlike the IAC EC135’s the a/c number is not repeated on nose or the tail. Also there are no wire 

cutters fitted to the front of the a/c.  

 

Gloss 

White  

Hi-florescent Night Blue  

Notes on the colours and markings  
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         1980’s Panhard AML 90  

           1st Cavalry  
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Ah the 1980’s…. Harp larg-

er,choc ices, Charlie and 

Gareth, deep recession, 

the Sunday World and Sally 

O’ Brien and the way she 

might look at ya.  

Good times and bad times all 

rolled up into tight pants and 

frizzy perms. As a young teen I 

remember long summers at 

home interrupted by a convoy of 

Panhard’s on their way to Dun-

cannon for summer maneuvers. 

Back in those days people still 

had to read maps and it was not 

unusual for the fighting men to 

lose their way and they stop to 

ask the way.  

 

The Build ……kind of  

In Volume I we covered the building 

of the Takom AML 60-7CS and the 

AML90 is identical to it except for the 

turret. Instead of repeating a blow-by

-blow account of the build I will limit 

myself here to a few remarks. It is a 

lovely well-

fitting kit and 

built up straight 

out of the box 

you will have 

this done in an 

afternoon. The 

only addition I 

made was to 

add bolt head to 

the underside of 

the turret as 

they are not 

featured in the 

kit, but they are 

there.  See pic . 

I also omitted 

the rear rack 

(part H10) on 

the engine deck 

as I have never 

seen them on photos of the Irish ve-

hicles. I found the fit of the muzzle 

brake to be rather fiddly. I also en-

hanced the smoke grenade launcher 

with some extra detail to give it a 

little more bling.  Again, like the AML 

60 the fit of the rubber tyers are the 

only real problem with this kit. These 

need to be replaced and there are a 

few options on the market. I used the 

Blast Models set (BL35304K).  Azimuth 

also brought out some details sets 

using their resin kit after the release 

of the Takom kit.   
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Painting….. kind of  

When building an Irish Army 

subject, you typically have a 

choice between a plain olive 

green colour scheme and an 

even plainer olive green colour 

scheme. Only the unit badges 

and the number plates offer 

any difference between the 

various subjects. As the Takom 

kit does not have any Irish decals 

it was time to go looking for a 

little something more interesting 

to make. I found a series of pho-

tos from the 1980’s judging by 

the combination of equipment 

and the uniforms and of course 

those mirror sunglasses.  

The colour scheme included the 

application of mud over the 

standard olive green colour in 

rather large blotches and the use 

of hand painted numbers in a 

washable white paint; there 

were a number of photos and 

the application of this scheme 

was applied to all the vehicles in 

the convoy. With these photos I 

was able to make up the overall 

scheme.  

I painted the vehicle using a se-

ries of green colours over a black 

base. The greens I used were Hum-

brol 150 Forest Green and Humbrol 

80 Grass Green. No olive green ! 

The mud effect were effected by first 

spraying a thin coat of Tamiya XF-60 

and then applying  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vallejo’s Pigments Light Sienna pastels 

affixed with fixer and then overs 

prayed with the Tamiya and dark 

shades added using AK Dark Earth. This 

gave the colours I was looking for and it 

gave me the right texture to the mud 

camouflage.  

As for the rest I used some contrasting 

colours on some of the small details 

parts which is 

incorrect but it 

gives a bit of a 

colour kick to 

the detailing.    

  

 

Black 

base 

Forest Green 

Humbrol 150   

Grass 
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Decals, details and diorama   

The decals are homemade made using 

a cheap vector software for the art-

work and printing on laser jet. These 

tend to semi-transparent and I usually 

apply doubles to build up the colour 

density. In the case of the white turret 

numbers I also overpainted the decals 

using a hairy stick as neatness was not 

a requirement. For the 1st Cavalry in-

signia I painted the disc orange first 

and then added the decal x 2.     

Another attractive aspect when picking 

this particular subject was the use of 

external stowage. Seldom a feature on 

Irish stuff it can be seen from the photo 

these vehicles were fitted with plenty 

of camping gear for their transit to 

summer camp. I used a number of left 

over tarps from the Azimuth kits for 

the rear of the turret and sourced the 

rest from an old Italeri set. 

The inspiration for the actual diorama 

setting is the photo here. I used a  

wooden base bought at kitchen supply 

shop . This was stained and varnished 

and the I started on the scene. I use  a  

base of green florist foam and for the 

road a sheet of balsa wood over this  

topped off with some of Vallejo’s Dio-

rama Effect Black-Lava Asphalt (26.214) 

straight out of the jar. This stuff is abso-

lutely brilliant . The wall was  

 

made up of balsa foam with the 

stone work carved into it. The tele-

graph pole is a sate stick and some 

Evergreen and sprue cylinders . The 

latter being sourced from old Dragon 

kits which have loads and I save them 

for just this sort of application.    

The figures were converted WWII 

German tankers, one was given the 

Cavalry  Glengarry. The scene was 

finished off with a Fianna Fail election 

poster and RTE 

Guide as authentic 

litter and a few 

potholes.   

Some clever dick 

later informed me 

that the markings 

on the road should 

be yellow and not 

white. Apparently 

the colour differ-

ence was used by 

troops on both 

sides of the North-

ern Ireland border 

as an orientation 

aid.    
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The Plastic Paddy Murphia   

 


